
SERVICES FOR CORPORATE/COMMUNITY



The Vocal
Studio
Singapore For team bonding or staff training 1-time

workshops, we offer various expressive and
creative sessions for made for corporate settings.

For those who want to improve their singing voice 
 and overall speech, we offer vocal lessons that
integrate music, psychology, language knowledge
as well as vocal exercises.

CORPORATE SERVICES
INTRODUCTION
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The Vocal
Studio
Singapore

 Services we provide include:

1. Vocal Lessons/ Workshops

2. Recording Sessions

3. Music Performances

4. Judging

OVERVIEW OF
SERVICES
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a. Vocal Improvement class (by level) 

Beginner
Singers  

Intermediate
Singers  

Free The
Singers

Discovering the singing
voice for beginners- basic
exercises to develop a
good voice.

Strengthening of vocals as well
as learning advanced singing
skills- to learn how to sing with
more expression & style

For the experienced
singers, the focus is on 
 learning how to improvise
and create harmony 

I. GROUP VOCAL WORKSHOP 
   (1 TIME / ON-GOING)
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b. Genre Discovery

JAZZ BOLLYWOOD

KPOP MALAY POP

BROADWAY MANDO

LATIN

I. GROUP VOCAL WORKSHOP  
   (1 TIME OR ONGOING)
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Introduction about the
various  musical genre of
your choice, and learning a
song together as a group.  



c. Group Voice training +
   Team Bonding activity 

BOLLYWOOD

KPOP MALAY POP

BROADWAY MANDO

LATIN

I. TEAM SPECIAL WORKSHOP     
   (GROUP)
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Fun Vocal Exercises to build the
foundation of GOOD VOICE

Group activities for completing the
song and recording it together. 

*this is a special workshop and
applies different price than regular
vocal workshop/ lessons. 



II. PRIVATE VOCAL LESSONS
(GROUP/INDIVIDUAL)

If your team is interested in preparing a
performance for a special occasion or
company event, we will be able to guide you,
step by step in delivering the best
performance within the given timeframe.

We provide customised singing lessons, both
online and onsite lessons, to be carried out
either at TVS or at the company's premises.
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We offer audio recording, song production as
well as music arrangement services for
individuals or groups to create your very own
professional recording.

Sound engineers and vocal directors will be
present to guide you though the recording
process. They will also conduct warm up
exercises & lesson coaching.
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III. VOCAL RECORDING



The coaches at The Vocal Studio are professional performing
artists who specialise in various genres of music. 

From Western Pop to Standard Jazz, Latin, Broadway Musical,
Bollywood as well as K-pop, we will be able to spice up your
event with a music performance!

IV. MUSIC PERFORMANCE
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Brands we have
previously worked with:
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How to Contact Us? 
WE WOULD LOVE  TO WORK WITH YOU!

Address: 20 KRAMAT LN, #02-11 UNITED HOUSE, SINGAPORE 228773
NEAREST MRT: SOMERSET/DHOBY GHAUT

E-mail:

Whatsapp/Call Us:

ADMIN@THEVOCALSTUDIO.SG

+ 65 9654 7172
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"No matter what people
think of you, ALWAYS
keep singing your own
song."

FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM @THEVOCALSTUDIO .SG!
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